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REPORT FROM THE ROUNDTABLE:
PRIVACY, SOVEREIGNTY AND TECHNOLOGY

March 23,.2001
Ottawa, Ontario

On Marc/z 23, 2001, the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development, in partnership with
the International Crime Division ofthe Department ofForeign Affairs and International Trade,
organised a roundtable on Privacy, Sovereignty and Technology. Experts, NGOs, business
representatives and government officiais met to discuss the changing concepts ofprivacy and
sovereignty and to examine efforts to protect privacyfrom potential abuses. Participants
included Liss Jeffiey (University of Toronto), Ann Cavoukian (Ontario Information and Privacy
Commission), Scott Martin (The Personalization Consortium), and Terry Cormier (Director,
International Crime Division, DFAIT). Steven Lee (Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy
Development, DFAIT) chaired the meeting.

The report is divided into two main sections:
1. Presentations

1. 1. Times and Technologies in Flux: Rethinking Identities, Sovereignty and the
Networks of Nations
1.2. New Threats to Privacy and Sovereignty
1.3. Challenges for International Cooperation: How are Norms Created?



Key reconimendations included:
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Canada could take a lead on creating a global Charter of information Rights and
Responsibilities, drawing on relevant sections of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms and existing privacy legisiation.

There is a need for an inclusive debate on privacy issues and instruments for deterring
threats to privacy. The government should play a key role in mobilising Canadians
and alerting them to the possible privacy threats they face. New technology and the
power of networking could be used to get consultations underway.



This fast changing environment provides a fertile ground for what Jeffrey cails a "irogue"t
element - an unpredictable individual (hacker) who poses a threat to the network, a computer
system, or the state. Mafia boy is a prime example of this phenomenon. Another example of a
new threat is provided by the Ahmed Ressam case. The case fuelled the fears of many Canadians
and Americans about the " sense of threat from the outside. " Many observers were surprised by
the ease with which Mr. Ressam used a forged passport to enter Canada and plan for terrorist
activities in the U. S.

While the new environment and threats affect nearly everybody,ý discussion about how to address
new challenges and ensure our safety/security has been restricted to government officiais and a
few experts. A more inclusive debate should take place. Ainong other matters, the schizophrenic
attitudes exhibited in Canada and other countries, where "Orwellian fears"concerning the
potential for invasive surveillance and criminal use of technology co-exist with an apathy about
privacy, should be addressed. The debate should include other questions such as:

* How to ensure that the cure for threats to both, sovereignty and privacy, is flot worse than
the dîsease?

* How many of our rights to privacy are we prepared to give up to business for profit, to
the state for law enforcement purposes, to our fellow citizens for "entertainnient?'

* What are the tools needed to create a balance between deterring legîtimate threats and
ensuring our fundamental freedoms (i.e., freedom of thought, belief, opinion and
expression), legal rights (Le., rights related to search and seizure), diversity and culture?

Finding answers to the last question is particularly pertinent. The right balance is key in
reconfiguring social relations and structures to fit new realities, which are mostly technologically
determined. In order tofind a right balance between deterrence to threats andfreedoms/rights,
trust is essential. Lack of trust interfères in e-commerce, for instance (i.e., willingness to use
credit cards over the Internet). Trust allows societies to make tough choices and is crucial for
social cohesion. One may perceive trust in cyberspace as giving up personal privacy. Therefore,



The retreat of the "Big Brother State" coincides with the advancement of new technology -
paradoxically, a key tool in any state's surveillance toolbox. Money-flows are decentred.
Networking has become a new paradigm. Meanwhile, state power has been "displaced" to the
private sector and to society. This dispiacement has meant that '"coercion "- the traditional tool
of social compliance, has shifted to a newform - "consent. " Increasingly we can see the use of
positive mnducement, with exclusion as a punishment, to generate consent. This "voluntary
complicity" gives the emerging system a degree of resiliency higher than that afforded by the
coercion-based system.

The dispiacement of state power has also contributed to a new, rather disconcerting, trend:
People are treated more as consumers t/ian citizens, their consumer preferences and behaviour
are closely monitored andprofiled by governments t/iemselves, by private companies, or by
private companies /iired by governments. In a sense, capital has contributed to the elimination of
public and personal space.

There are three categories of responses to protect privacy in the context of the emerging social
structures. Ail of these categories treat personal information as a commodity. As a resuit,
questions of ownership, control, and use are ail defmned in consumer terms. They include:
1 . Do it yourself - requires the adoption of technology to fight tbreats posed by technology.
2. Industrial seif-regulation - the private sector sets ruies it voluntarily accepts to play by

(under the threat of litigation if the established miles are violated). Microsoft, for instance,
has adopted this approach. It plays a gate-keeper role, not onlv to t)rotect its svstem. but



Reg Whitaker addressed three additiona& points related to coping strategies:
1. The coping strategies should operate on the same level as the threats. In doing so,

boundaries will be effectively reconstituted.
2. Some technology that enables threats can be used to inhibit them, if used collectively.
3. Paradoxically, states must give up some measure of their sovereignty in order to protect

sovereignty.

1.3. Challenges for International Cooperation: How are Norms Created? Terry Cormier
(International Crime Division, DFAIT)

Terry Cormier addressed the creation of new norms at the global level. There bas been a growth
in international crime as a result of globalization. The digital environment facilitates the growth
of international crime and offers new challenges to law enforcement. It also brings new threats to
privacy. The state has a responsibility to counter these trends. He stressed the need for a coherent
strategy and a coordinated approach.

Privacy should be perceived as a value. Equating privacy with security and in extension with
sovereignty, Terry Cormier said that rights to privacy should be protected from new trans-border
threats. Several important questions need to be addressed in this context including: Who should
protect the rights to privacy? What is private in a borderless digital world? How is state power

xr key objectives:



steps:
1. identiif' problem
2. gather information
3. identify conimon parameters
4. identify partners
5. develop shared understanding
6. seil the norm (selling the norms requires a shared understanding, allies, and discussion fora)

A set of dilemnias should be addressed in the process of consultation and negotiation, they
include:
- Who to consuit (everybody has a stake in privacy issues)?
- How to balance competing perspectives and values?
- How to ensure public accountability and transparency (for which demand lias grown)?

International challenges for Canada include:
- fmnding partners
- squaring different cultural parameters
- squaring different cniminal justice systems
- deflning crime
- building multilateral coalitions, such as the G3-8 (this becomes particularly important because

There



- focus on what the next steps are.

2. Discussion

2.1. The Concepts of Privacy and Sovereignty

Two dichotomies emerged during the discussion on privacy:

1. Tangible privacy versus intangible privacy

A point was made that a distinction should be made between tangible and intangible privacy.
While the former refers to the security of a private space (Le., home), the latter refers to a
commodity (Le., a piece of information which can be sold for entertainmient). The attitude of the
Canadian public towards privacy was described as schizophrenic because there seems to be a
desire for disclosure of intangible privacy, as the number of people watching the Oscars, for
instance, indicates. The opposite is true for tangible privacy. Therefore, it would appear that as a
commodity, privacy is flot inherently valuable.

2. Consumer privacy versus citizen privacy

Reg Whitaker drew attention to the dichotomy between consumner privacy and citizen privacy.
Following up on his presentation, he highlighted the fact that citizens are active participants in
public governance (through various organisations or associations, for instance) and help shape
the system. He reiterated that the emerging social structure in the West does not facilitate
participation, instead the state itself treats citizens as passive consumers who buy into whatever
is already cooked-up for them. The system is formidable because instead of simply putting up
with it, as before, people actually buy into it. The "sign or die" element of many contracts
underlines the point about the lack of choice rather well. There is undoubtedly a "voluntary
involuntary transfer of information" to banks, for instance. But the complicity inherent in the

i shared



2. Whuile protecting privacy may contribute to (national and private) security, it does flot equate
security, as Terry Cormier indicated.

The concept of sovereignty was also briefly addressed. Some said that sovereignty is stili flot
fully appreciated in the context of Internet and networking. Questions to consider include: Where
does jurisdiction and sovereignty start and end? Who is running cyberspace? Is cyberspace
American?

2.2. Agency

The participants discussed the degree of agency an individual bas over information. In this
context some suggested that a distinction is madie between a situation whereby privacy is forgone
with sanction and a situation where information is obtained surreptitiously or by force of law. On
the one hand, there are many instances where people give away information if the "price is
right. " On the other hand, concernis about privacy are high when mail is opened and e-mail
monitored by the police.



addressing privacy and international crime issues.

Some suggested that there is a need to get the public more engaged. Broad social endorsement
and input are needed in order to build new norms. The govemment should play a key rote in
mobilismng Canadians and alerting them to the possible privacy threats they face. Others said that
a dominant government rote is unlikely due to limited resources. Moreover, there is flot much the
government can do if the public does flot show interest. So far, there has flot been a ground-swell
of interest concerming privacy issues. Nonetheless, a campaign on the line of Mothers; Againist
Drunk Driving, could be effective. New technology and the power of networking could be used
to get consultations underway.

A survey of privacy laws across different countries demonstrates the importance of public
engagement in global level negotiations rather well. The survey showed a dismal record when it
came to govemnments upholding privacy laws (for instance, the survey indicated that the Swedîsh
government was wiretapping leftists for decades), leading some to conclude that "the debate
includes no honest brokers."

A point was made that since the issues affect the lives of nearly everybody, it is difficult to
determine who to consult, how, and with what objectives ini mind.

2.4. The Role of Trust

The participants largely agreed that in order to find the right balance between deterrence to
threats and freedoms/rights, trust is essential. Some suggested that to develop trust, inequalities
in wealth and power have to be addressed and an open, inclusive discussion launched. Building
an agreement at home and gaining trust of young people is essential not only to questions related
tc) nvsqt-v lint 5%l<!f tri fki. -Fak,4i ;



of children. Cominon norrns and parameters are hard to develop even among developed
industrialised countries. In order to prevent a similar fate to that of ancient Greece, efforts
should be made f0 set baseline standards and bridge jurisdictional boundaries.

Some participants said that fmnding the balance between deterrence to threats and freedomslrights
is flot new. The dilemma cornes especially into focus when weighing law enforcement against
freedomslrights. There is an acceptable latitude for legitimate law enforcement rooted ini a
general understanding that rights are flot absolute. The real question is how to effect containment
on a law enforcement
latitude. Determining
containment is perhaps A set of privacy principles:
best done on a case by 1. Notice. The notice provides customers with clear and conspicuous notice of
case basis. information practices, including what information is collected, how it is

collected, held, shared and used. It may include:

A point was added that - transparency of data collection

there exists no adequate - methods for collecting information both, directly from individual customers

oversight of enforcement and from 3 M parties
-what information is retained and for how long

at the domestic level, - whether or flot information is combined from multiple sources

and none at all at the - whether or flot information is disclosed to other parties.
~ ~ 2. Relevance. OnIv that information which is necessary to perform a specified



There was a general agreement that self regulation is flot enough and that a "stick" is required to,
enforce privacy rights in the form offines or damaged reputation. Participants endorsed partial
self regulation. "More things can be achieved with a smile and a gun than a smile alone.1"

A point was also raised that technology does flot have to be privacy-invasive. Instead, technology
could be made privacy-protective and reveal much less.

Some participants said that the free market approach to regulating privacy is insufficient. The
sheer strength of the U.S. market makes the free trade argument false. Rather than operating on
the same playing field with the U.S., Canadian markets are dominated by the U.S. This trend is a
part and parcel of our loss of sovereignty to the private sector. Consumer data is flot benign.
Profiles of Canadians can easily be set-up on a commercial basis by private companies. People
do not have time to understand ail the intricacies related to privacy and sovereignty issues.
Moreover, wbich computer system to use to address them? It is government s responsibility to
sign international covenants that deter privacy and sovere ignty-related threats.

Others raised caution, asking where to draw the line of government involvement before it
becomes patemnalistic, or even worse, totalitarian. They pointed out that governments are flot
neutral, their decisions are affected by lobbying, for instance. At the same time, regulation of
information is necessary to ensure that it is accurate and real. Moreover legisiation bas to be
developed aimed at protecting the littie guy, since power relationships play a big role in how
privacy is treated. A proper balance between self regulation and goveriment regulation bas to be
found. In order to fmnd this balance the question whether the goverament is a threat or a safeguard
should be addressed.

2.6. Tools for Regulating Privacy

Some said that legislation dealing with pnivacy already exists including the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, the Privacy Act, private sector legislation, EU, OECD, Safe Harbours, etc..



Legisiation to prosecute crimes such as sex exploitation of children and child sex tourism also
exists ini Canada. However there has flot been one case prosecuted yet because procedures are too
complicated. We need to relinquish some of our rights to help catch criminals.

Some participants cautioned that the Cybercrime Treaty could actually interfere with the
Canadian Charter. The charter sets higher standards than the Treaty. Ini this way, treaties may be
used to lower existing legal or even constitutional. protections.

International cooperation for crirninal activity could be hindered by legal systems of individual
countries. For instance, during the consultation process leading to the creation of the Competition
Act, it becanie clear that confidentiality arrangements in Canada do flot necessarily exist in the
countries with which Canada shares its information.

The Chair concluded the roundtable bv thankina ail the Darticinants- He summariqec ke.v nniintq
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